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Introduction  
Hey! So you want to learn how to talk about divestment, or maybe brush up on your 
skills? Well you’ve come to the right place. We’ve got you covered. This guide will cover 
everything from framing and messaging, to tips for talking to the media, to writing the 
perfect press release. We recommend, if you’re new to working with media and 
messaging, to read through the whole thing. Or if this is old hat for you, jump right into 
the section you need some support with! And remember, if you have any questions or 
need support, contact us at divest@gofossilfree.ca   

There are a few reasons you need a document like this: 
• So that you’ll be able to explain divestment, the economic mechanisms involved, 

why climate change is the worst thing around, and why your university or college 
should be the first in Canada to divest! 

• So you’ll be prepared to answer tough questions confidently and in a way that 
pushes our campaign forward and wins us new allies 

• So you can present ourselves to the public as an organized, educated, strong 
working group, and frame divestment in a positive light in every conversation 

 
This guide has been compiled by the Canadian Youth Climate Coalition with contributions from Collin 
Rees at SustainUS and Robin Tress at Divest Dalhousie, with support from 350.org and the Canadian 
Federation of Students.   
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Framing 
What is a Frame? 
 
A frame is a mental construct that guides how people think about issues - social, 
political, environmental, etc. It sets parameters and gives a particular perspective that 
encourages the viewer or listener to consider certain details and to ignore others.  
 
Framing is working to create, through language and messaging, a guide for thinking 
about an issue that gets people to understand and agree with your views. It’s about 
language. The way to make people understand why you’re right by using language they 
understand -- based on the values that are important to them. 
 
The important thing to remember about frames is that you use them all the time. Every 
communication you use comes with a frame, and when you want to convince someone 
you’re right, you use framing to do it. Recognizing that and taking advantage of your 
framing to use it as effectively as possible is what takes good campaign messaging and 
makes it great.  
 
Here’s another way to describe a frame: A frame is a collection of anecdotes and 
stereotypes that individuals rely upon to understand issues and events. A frame defines 
how a target audience sees an issue. Frames should present a choice -- the frame YOU 
put forth is the one that posits a choice or a question where the answer comes easily 
and automatically.  
 
Let’s pretend you’re working on a campaign to shut down a coal-fired power plant in a 
local community. Here are some examples of questions you might put forth with your 
framing:  
 

“Should we let kids have asthma attacks?" 
• Any reasonable person would say "no.“   

 
Should we create thousands of new jobs?" 

• Any reasonable person has to side with us and say "yes.“ 
 
Framing Examples 
 
Here are some examples of frames from Tar Sands work:  
 
Focusing specifically on HEALTH 
Our Messages:  

“Tar sands make us sick.”  
“Extraction poisons water and destroys emits noxious fumes that contribute to 
asthma, respiratory diseases, and more.”  
“There are cleaner and safer energy sources.” 
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Opponents’ Messages:  
“Energy access saves and betters lives” 
“The technology has mechanisms in place to keep it clean. New technologies are 
being developed to make it even cleaner.” 

 
Focusing specifically on JOBS 
Our Messages:  

“Investment in clean energy will create jobs.”  
“Together we can make a plan for a just transition from extraction-based fossil 
fuels and make reasonable timelines that give workers intermediate support and 
new opportunities in the clean energy sector.” 

 
Opponents’ Messages:  

“If tar sands mines shut down, hard-working employees will lose their jobs.”  
“The economy is bad enough already.” 

 
What frames do these examples of tar sands messaging use? 

• Tar sands oil is dirty - even dirtier than regular crude 
• Tar sands oil causes air pollution 
• TransCanada is abusing its authority to grab land 
• A toxic oil spill would threaten us all 
• Tar sands oil threatens our families, neighborhoods, and backyards  

 
Strategic Messaging 
 
What is Strategic Messaging? 
 
Strategic Messaging is a set of statements that prompts targeted audiences to take 
desired actions. 
 
Strategic Messaging is the language we use to talk about our issues and that connects 
with our target audiences and shares relevant information that they can understand. It 
helps connect with people by meeting them where they’re at, but it’s also a way to share 
new information or ideas to inspire them.  
 
In political communication, where the ultimate goal of using the media and public 
communication is to influence policy and win a campaign, our strategic messaging is 
also designed to fulfill this purpose.  Sometimes we name our targets or policy goals in 
our strategic messaging, and sometimes we do not.  
 
What we say really matters: as author Mark Twain said, "The difference between the 
almost right word and the right word is the difference between the lightning bug and the 
lightning." 
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Divestment Messaging Examples 
 
Different audiences have different values, so you should use different messaging to 
speak to them. Here are a couple of simple examples. 
 
Target Audience: Students who we want to join the campaign and build the movement 
 
Values: Caring about others, future, economy/getting a job 
 
Key Messages: 
 

Universities should be leaders in combatting the major social problems of our 
time – such as climate change and exploitive extraction – not continuing to prop 
up and support outdated, dirty fossil fuel energy that harms communities. 
Students are already leading; universities need to get on board.  

 
Divesting from fossil fuels creates an opportunity to reinvest in clean energy that 
strengthens communities and builds a 21st-century economy, creating good new 
jobs. 

 
Universities are supposed to be preparing us for our future, but instead they’re 
contributing to its destruction.  

 
Remaining invested in fossil fuels puts a stain on our school’s reputation -- your 
degree won’t be worth as much if no one sees our university as a strong leader.  

 
---  
 
Target Audience: Administrators who are resisting divestment 
 
Values: Budget, university image, school pride 
 
Key Messages: 
 

The carbon bubble is real – fossil fuels are bad long-term investments, and 
divesting will insulate the endowment from risky swings in the market and provide 
opportunity for greater long-term growth. 

 
Instead of investing millions in the problems of the past and present, we should 
be investing in innovative solutions. This is a tremendous opportunity for our 
school to be a real leader on the right side of history.  

 
Transparency is a chance to prove we’re proud to be doing things the right way, 
and to be a leader. People put more trust into things they understand, and the 
university community will show strong support if they feel they’re included in 
decision-making. 
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Alumni and donors care about this issue -- there’s a lot of potential support you’re 
not tapping into right now, because your investments don’t reflect the university’s 
values.  

 
Combining Messages 
 
Any campaign is a combination of a concentrated, focused set of messages. They 
should be intuitive and easy to understand, so everyone remembers them and they can 
spread easily through media and external communications. At the same time, you will 
use different messaging for different target audiences.  
 
This is why having an overall strategic plan is so important. You need to know which 
messages to use when, and have spokespeople ready to speak on these different 
messages.  
 
Message Box 
 
A Message Box is a tool to organize our thoughts and help us stay on-message. There 
are four parts to the box -- What We Say About Ourselves, What We Say About Them, 
What They Say About Us, and What They Say About Themselves. These are the main 
words and phrases used to describe a campaign’s two sides -- in the case of 
divestment, it’s typically students versus the school’s administration.  
 
Sample Message Box on Divestment 
 

What WE say about OURSELVES What WE say about THEM 

• On the side of climate justice 
• Want our university to be a leader 
• Looking out for our future and 

future generations 

• Not acknowledging the dangers; 
too slow to act 

• Beholden to industry interests 
• Not possible to remain “non-

political” 

What THEY say about US What THEY say about THEMSELVES 

• Radicals; not representative of the 
general student body or university 
community 

• Don’t understand economics 
• Idealists and ideologues, not 

realists 
• Working toward the same ends, 

just not with the same means 

• Want to protect the university 
• Responsible, experienced people 

leading the university in the right 
direction 

• Financial stewardship and 
protection 

• Addressing climate change through 
research and education 
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We want to stay on the top half of the message box -- What We Say About Ourselves 
and What We Say About Them. This is the half where we can win the messaging battle 
and have really strong, convincing arguments.  
 
Conversely, we want to avoid straying into the language on the other half of the box -- 
those are areas where the administration holds the upper hand and is likely better 
positioned to win the messaging battle. A student will almost never be able to compete 
with a 70-year-old economist on the university’s Board of Governors when it comes to 
talking finances, but that same economist can also never compete with a student when 
it comes to talking about climate justice.  
 
It’s important to realize that the way your message box looks is dependent on the 
strategy and goals of your campaign. If you have a very cordial relationship with your 
administration, then the ways you talk about them will likely be less aggressive and 
leave more room for compromise and negotiation.  
 
If you have a hostile relationship with your administration -- for example, due to 
repeated rebuttals and increasing escalation -- then you can be more aggressive in your 
language. This also changes over time; your message box in the early stages of your 
campaign will likely look very different than your message box later on.  
 
Messaging Triangle 
 
Geometric shapes are our favorite, so we’ve got one more of them for you today. Good 
communicators often tell short, compelling stories that hit over-and-over again on their 
main points. A “messaging triangle” is a helpful tool that links each element of your story. 
You can start at any point of the triangle, depending on the question or context, and 
then connect to the other points. If given an open question you can start with any of the 
three, then cycle through.  
 
It limits you to three main points, which keeps them concise and easily remembered by 
all group members and spokespeople. Repeating these points over and over, without 
deviating into other topics, is encouraged -- that’s how you make sure your point gets 
through and makes it into the paper or the evening news.  
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For example, when communicating about this campaign, the three main points could be: 
the negative impacts of the fossil fuel industry, the reality of climate change and 
extreme weather, and university and colleges moral obligation to be part of the solution 
to this reality.  

 

 

Here are some examples of how you can use the triangle:  

Why do colleges need to divest from fossil fuels?  

Our college shouldn’t continue to invest in companies that are causing the climate crisis. 
Extreme weather events make it clear we need to act now in order to avoid climate 
catastrophe. We have the solutions to solve this crisis, but we won’t see any political 
progress on the issue until the fossil fuel industry stops spending millions to corrupt our 
democracy.  

Shouldn’t we work with the fossil fuel industry instead of divesting?  

The fossil fuel industry has spent hundreds of millions of dollars over the last decade to 
block any political action on climate change. Now, we know they plan on burning five 
times more carbon dioxide than scientists say is safe. This is a rogue industry and it’s 
immoral for our colleges to continue investing in it. Unless we act now, we’ll continue to 
see more extreme weather events. That’s not a future we should leave for our children.  

 

 

Extreme	  weather	  events	  at	  
home	  and	  abroad	  

Post-‐	  secondary	  institutions	  
have	  a	  moral	  responsibility	  to	  
divest	  from	  these	  corporations	  

Fossil	  fuel	  industry	  spending	  
millions	  to	  corrupt	  our	  political	  
process,	  protect	  their	  pro=its,	  
and	  block	  climate	  progress	  	  
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Isn’t divestment a radical demand?  

There’s nothing radical about asking for a planet that resembles something like the one 
we grew up on. Climate change is loading the dice for more extreme weather events 
and the drought, wildfires, and floods that preceded it. The CEOs at fossil fuel 
companies are the radicals: they’re planning on burning five times more carbon dioxide 
than scientists say is safe to burn. Our universities have a moral obligation to 
disassociate themselves with this rogue industry.  

As you can see, each answer hits on each point of the triangle -- extreme weather, the 
fossil fuel industry, and colleges’ moral obligation to act -- in some way. 

Obviously you’ll have to pick what your three points will be depending on the 
circumstance!  

Messaging Arc  
Another useful tool is a messaging arc. Think of this as the core narrative you want to 
share with people when they ask you a general question about your campaign. Each 
point works on its own, but it’s best when you can tie it together. We’ve given you a 
super short and more extended messaging arc below.  

Super short:  

1. We’re calling on colleges and universities to divest from the fossil fuel corporations.  

2. It’s immoral to be invested in companies that are causing the climate crisis and 
spending millions of dollars to block solutions.  

3. Divestment is a clear way for educational institutions to live up to their values and 
help society address the climate crisis.  

What?	  

	  

We’re	  calling	  on	  
colleges	  and	  
universities	  to	  divest	  
from	  the	  fossil	  fuel	  
corporations.	  	  

Why?	  

It’s	  immoral	  to	  be	  
invested	  in	  
companies	  that	  are	  
causing	  the	  climate	  
crisis	  and	  spending	  
millions	  of	  dollars	  to	  
block	  solutions.	  	  

How?	  

Divestment	  is	  a	  clear	  
way	  for	  educational	  
institutions	  to	  live	  
up	  to	  their	  values	  
and	  help	  society	  
address	  the	  climate	  
crisis.	  	  
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Longer:  

1. Extreme weather events are potent reminders that we need to act now in order to 
avoid climate catastrophe.  

2. Scientists have defined “catastrophe” as any global warming beyond 2 degrees 
Celsius. We can emit roughly another 500 gigatons of carbon dioxide and still stay 
below 2 degrees. But the fossil fuel industry has 2,795 gigatons of carbon dioxide in 
their reserves. In other words, they’re burning five times more carbon than it’s safe to 
burn.  

3. We have the clean energy solutions necessary to prevent climate catastrophe, but 
we’re never going to see the political action needed to put them into place unless we 
can weaken the fossil fuel industry’s stranglehold on our government.  

4. Every year, the fossil fuel industry spends millions of dollars to spread misinformation 
about climate change, warp our political progress, and block clean energy solutions. 
They’re greed for profit is threatening the entire planet.  

5. In the past, colleges, along with cities, states, religious institutions, and pension funds, 
have divested from rogue industries, like Big Tobacco, or immoral regimes, such as 
Apartheid South Africa. Now, it’s time to divest from fossil fuels.  

6. Divestment is a clear way for educational institutions to live up to their values and 
help society address the climate crisis.  

 
Tips for Interviews and Talking to the Media  

 
Rule #1: Never say anything that you don’t want to be quoted saying. 
 
It sounds simple, but it’s so important. If you don’t say it, they can’t write it! 
Things you should probably never say to a reporter because it will be very, very bad: 

• The president is really mad at us and I’m worried that the board of governors is 
never going to divest 

• This campaign isn’t going well. We’re not getting the support we expected. 
• Our group is really overworked and we really need help 
• We cry a lot about our fears of catastrophic climate change 
• Other things that make you sound unnecessarily pessimistic, boring, scary, 

disorganized or aggressive. 
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Rule #2: Stay on message. Don’t talk about things that aren’t specifically related 
to the event or topic at hand. 
 
This rule comes with a handy trick called ABC: Acknowledge, Bridge, Communicate. 
 
In the very likely event that a journalist asks you a question that you don’t really want to 
answer because it’s not specifically related to the event or topic at hand, you can 
sidestep the question by acknowledging that they asked it, bridging that question to the 
topic you want to talk about, and then communicating your message the way you want. 
Here’s an example: 
 
You love cupcakes. Cupcakes are great. That’s all you want people to know: 
CUPCAKES ARE GREAT. A journalist asks you about your favourite type of cookie. But 
you don’t care about cookies. All you want to talk about is that CUPCAKES ARE 
GREAT. Here’s an example of some amazing ABC in action. 
 
Journalist: So what’s your favourite type of cookie? You look like a snickerdoodle fellow. 
You: You know, some people like cookies, but I’m really just a cupcake person. 
Cupcakes are great! 
Journalist: Yeah, cupcakes are good too, but I’d like to know what you think about 
cookies! 
You:  There are lots of people who love to talk about cookies, but really what I’m here 
today to talk about is how much I love cupcakes. And my position on cupcakes are that 
they are excellent. 
Journalist: Don’t cupcakes make people unhealthy? Do you want everyone to get 
diabetes? 
You: Well that’s an interesting question that I’m sure the Diabetes Association has a 
really in-depth perspective and several resources on, but what I can tell you right here 
and now is that cupcakes make me feel really great. 
Journalist: Wow it sounds like you really love cupcakes! 
You: That is correct. I love cupcakes. 
 
In this imaginary conversation, you just rocked the ABCs. You communicated your 
message three times, and never let the conversation enter into the vile world of 
diabetes! 
 
The ABCs are your new best friend for interviews. 
 
Rule #3: The rule of positive messaging (aka the more you say it, the more true it 
becomes). 
 
In that last example, you said ‘cupcakes are great’ three times! Guess what that 
journalist is going to remember? That you really like cupcakes. And that’s what they’re 
most likely to print. 
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If instead you said, “oh, ew cookies, ew I hate cookies,” the article suddenly turns from 
“They love cupcakes!” to “they really hates cookies.” And that’s not what you were trying 
to communicate at all. 
 
In our case, if you say, “Fossil fuel divestment is something that we can achieve in the 
next four years,” several times in one interview, that’s likely what you’ll be quoted 
saying. And that’s what people will read. And they’ll feel hopeful and encouraged to 
participate. 
 
Rule #4: Don’t say things that are factually incorrect. 
 
This mostly has to do with numbers, figures, etc., in interviews in particular. 
If you’re talking about emissions or dollars invested or percentages of anything, get the 
numbers right. Get the names of papers and institutions right. If you’re citing a paper or 
quoting a person, do it right. 
 
If you misquote a number or paper, it is absolutely ok and highly encouraged for you to 
correct yourself. 
 
Another option is to skip the numbers and generalize – instead of trying to remember 
that 16.5% of your endowment is in the fossil fuel industry, you could say ‘between 15 
and 20%’ or ‘almost a fifth’’. 
 
Rule #5: Interviews are not conversations. They are a platform for you to share 
very specific messages. 
 
This is an extension of the ‘positive messaging’ rule, but important to note. You’re not 
trying to have a conversation about divestment with the journalist, you’re trying to use 
the journalist as a medium to communicate your message. And your message is that 
divestment is totally possible, it’s financially smart, and is going to push us towards a 
sustainable future. 
 

Talking Points  
Here are some additional talking points that can help you make the case for 
divestment:  

• Extreme weather events around the world make it clear that we’re running out of time 
to avoid climate catastrophe.  

• Every year, the fossil fuel industry spends hundreds of millions of dollars to corrupt our 
political process and block any action on climate change. They’re profiting while our 
children and communities pay the price.  

• We shouldn’t be putting our money into an industry that is polluting our planet and 
corrupting our democracy.  
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• This is particularly true for colleges and universities. We shouldn’t be paying for our 
students education with investments that will destroy the planet they’re going to inherit.  

• It’s time for colleges and universities to divest from the fossil fuel industry.  

• Complete divestment is difficult, so we’ve made it easier. We’re asking for an 
immediate freeze on new investments in the fossil fuel industry and for a complete 
phase out over the next five years. This is not only manageable, it’s the right thing to do.  

• There’s no doubt that the fossil fuel industry is profitable, that’s because they’ve been 
able to pollute for free and make us pay the cost for years.  

• But there are lots of ways to make money beyond fossil fuels, whether it’s in other 
profitable investments, putting money into new clean energy technology, or investing in 
greening campus infrastructure.  

• The bottom line is that divestment is the only moral choice for institutions that care 
about the economy, society, and planet their students are going to inherit.  

• In the 1980s, 155 campuses and a number of major pension funds, cities, and 
corporations divested from apartheid South Africa, helping accelerate that country’s 
journey to freedom.  

• Now, we need to declare our freedom from fossil fuels. Divestment is the first step.  
 

Answers to Frequently Asked Questions  
As you work on fossil fuel divestment, you’ll probably get asked the same questions 
over and over again. Here are some answers to the most frequently asked questions.  

What exactly are you asking for?  

We want College and University Presidents and Boards (as well as Religious and 
Pension funds) to immediately freeze new investments in fossil fuel companies and fully 
divest their holdings within five years. Full divestment means not only ending direct 
investments, but leaving commingled funds that hold fossil fuel equities and corporate 
bonds.  

The specific fossil fuel companies we are targeting are the 200 companies that hold the 
vast majority of the world’s carbon reserves. They are the entities that have the power 
to do what science says is necessary to keep global warming below 2°C: leave 80% of 
known carbon reserves in the ground.  

What are you asking the fossil fuel companies to do? When would you reinvest?  

We’ll know that corporations are serious about becoming energy companies instead of 
just fossil fuel companies when they meet these three demands: they need immediately 
to stop exploring for new hydrocarbons, they need to stop lobbying to preserve their 
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special breaks, and, most importantly, they need to pledge to keep 80% of their current 
reserves underground forever.  

The college is already greening it’s campus, why does it have to do more?  

It’s great to see colleges greening their campuses, but we need them to green their 
portfolio as well. In fact, it’s entirely inconsistent for a college to reduce emissions on 
campus only to invest in companies increasing emissions around the world. Universities 
shouldn’t be investing in an industry that is destroying the planet that students are 
inheriting.  

Won’t divestment make us lose money?  

There’s no doubt that the fossil fuel industry is the most profitable enterprise on the 
planet, but that’s because they cheat. Alone among industries, the fossil fuel industry 
gets to pollute for free and make use bear the cost of a warming planet.  

Luckily, there are other ways to make profit. Whether it’s investing in the clean energy 
economy or putting money into a revolving loan-fund to green the campus, colleges and 
universities have an increasing number of options when it comes to investing their 
endowment in a socially responsible way.  

Shouldn’t the college stay out of politics?  

We understand that divestment can be an uncomfortable step for a college to take, but 
these are not ordinary times. Scientists have made it clear that we’re running out of time 
to address the climate crisis. As institutions dedicated not to profit, but to educating the 
next generation, colleges and universities have a special responsibility to help protect 
the future of our planet.  

Divestment is a serious step, but considering our current crisis, it’s the only moral thing 
to do. We’re not asking colleges to get involved in politics, we’re asking them to do 
what’s right.  

Will divestment actually make an impact?  

A fossil fuel divestment movement will help take away the social license of the fossil fuel 
industry, weakening their political power. It will also start an important discussion in the 
market about the long-term viability of fossil fuels and the need to transition to clean 
energy economy. Finally, this campaign will help create a new generation of student 
leaders who can help push our leaders to address the climate crisis.  

Who is involved in this campaign?  

This fossil fuel divestment movement is driven from the ground up by thousands of 
volunteer organizers across the country. The effort is coordinated by a campaign called 
Fossil Free Canada led by the Canadian Youth Climate Coalition, with the support 
350.org and the Canadian Federation of Students.  
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Sample Letter to the Editor  

Letters to the editor are a great way to raise the issue of divestment on campus. 
Remember, your letter to the editor should be unique -- don’t just copy and paste from 
this guide or our website!  

The best letters often have a compelling hook, then get quickly to the point, and wrap 
things up in short order. This isn’t a tweet, but you’re more likely to get published the 
more succinct you can be. To submit a letter, just search for your college newspaper 
online and find the submission information in their Opinion or Contact section.  

Here are some themes to touch on in your letter:  

• If you’re writing as alumni, make sure to include when you graduated  

• Describe how investing in the fossil fuel industry is antithetical to the values of the 
college  

• If you were involved in previous divestment movements, reference those efforts  

• Try and work through the messaging triangle, touching on extreme weather, the fossil 
fuel industry, and the need to divest  

• Try and work in climate impacts that are local to your college  

• If you’re thinking of holding back a donation or taking some sort of other action, 
mention that in your letter  

See the messaging arc and talking points above for some ideas about the content to 
include in your letter.  

Here is a sample letter:  

Dear Editor,  

Middlebury’s reputation as an environmental leader is threatened by the college 
continuing to invest its endowment in fossil fuel companies. Climate change is already 
loading the dice for extreme weather events like last year’s Hurricane Irene, which 
battered much of Vermont. Now, recent reports show that the fossil fuel industry has 
five times more carbon in their reserves than scientists say we can burn and still keep 
warming below 2°C, a target that every country on earth has agreed to. Fossil fuel 
divestment is a clear way for Middlebury to live up to its values and help society address 
this crisis. As a regular donor to the college, I want to be assured that my money isn’t 
being invested in companies that are wrecking the planet that future Middlebury 
students -- and all of our children -- will inherit.  

Sincerely,  

Jamie Henn, Class of 2007  

Good luck, and be sure to share a link with us if your letter gets published online!  
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Sample Letters, Press Releases and More!  
Sample Press Release 

Divestment Campaigners Tell Administration “Don’t Bank on Tar 
Sands” 
Campus joins thousands of others around the world for first ever Global Divestment Day 

Your Town, Your Province – Today, dozens of organizers with YOUR GROUP did A 
TACTIC to call on THEIR TARGET to choose between students and dirty energy 
companies like those in Canada’s tar sands. THIS MANY organizers calling for THE 
SCHOOL to divest from fossil fuels did EXPLAIN THE TACTIC. The event was one of 
dozens across Canada and hundreds around the world for the first ever Global 
Divestment Day. 

“Fossil fuel projects like the tar sands are history and renewable energy is the future,” 
says A SPOKESPERSON. “SCHOOL/TARGET needs to choose to divest from fossil 
fuels and invest in the clean, just energy solutions that are powering the way forwards.” 

Organizers pointed to the ongoing low price of oil and the political ramifications of the 
carbon bubble, along with the moral risks of tar sands development in their action. TALK 
ABOUT SOMETHING FROM YOUR TACTIC (i.e. A giant black “carbon bubble” 
emblazoned with the logos of tar sands companies was inflated in the administration 
building.) They also pointed to three tar sands projects being shelved in the past year, 
and the dismal prospects for the Keystone XL pipeline in the United States as examples 
of the need to move beyond tar sands. 

“Climate scientists and economist are both warning us that the world needs to stop 
burning dangerous fossil fuels like the tar sands, and so SCHOOL needs to start 
listening to that call,” says XXXXX. “The moral and the financial risk are both too high, 
it’s time to divest now and reinvest in just, clean energy” 

Over the past two years the fossil fuel divestment movement has grown to hundreds of 
campuses, churches, cities, towns and communities with over $50 billion already 
divested from fossil fuels. It has been called the fastest growing divestment campaign in 
history. 

“Divestment just makes sense, period,” says BLANK. “Stephen Harper’s eight year push 
to make Canada a dirty energy super power has failed and now it’s time for our school 
to divest from dirty energy like tar sands and reinvest in sustainable energy for people 
and the planet.” 

-30- 

Contact: YOUR NAME, YOUR EMAIL 
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Sample Media Advisory 

Monday March 31, 2014 - Media Advisory  
 
Greenpeace Edmonton to Take Action for Fossil Fools Day  
 
On April 1st organizers across Canada will take part in Fossil Fools Day, a National day 
of action being coordinated by the Canadian Youth Climate Coalition. There are over a 
dozen actions planned on campuses and in communities across Canada.  
 
More info: WEBSITE  
 
What: Greenpeace Edmonton will be rallying together and marching on April 1st as part 
of a National Day of action to highlight some of the reality of the fossil fuel industry in 
Alberta.  
When: April 1st, 11am-12pm 
Where: Starting and ending at Churchill Square, marching around downtown Edmonton 
Photo Op: We will be carrying banners, signs and a mock pipeline 
 
Contact: 
NAME 
PHONE 
EMAIL 
 

Opinion Piece/Op-Ed  

Just like a letter to the editor, opinion pieces are a great way to raise the issue of fossil 
fuel divestment. A good opinion piece often has a compelling hook, clearly lays out the 
argument you’re trying to make, includes a few relevant facts and figures (ideally ones 
that might surprise the reader), and adds in a personal anecdote or reflection to make 
the piece come alive.  

A great way to practice writing an op-ed is to go and read a few in your favourite news 
outlets. You’ll probably begin to see patterns in the ways that people write.  

Check out the messaging arc and talking points above to think about how you could  
structure your own opinion piece. And if you do submit one, make sure to let us know 
about it -- especially if it gets published!  

---- 

Thank you again for joining us in this national effort to divest from fossil fuels! For more 
information visit gofossilfree.ca or contact divest@gofossilfree.ca  

 


